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Abstract. In this paper we present the study on the usage of distributed version of
the algorithm for generalized one-sided concept lattices (GOSCL), which provides
a special case for fuzzy version of data analysis approach called formal concept
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analysis (FCA). The methods of this type create the conceptual model of the input
data based on the theory of concept lattices and were successfully applied in several
domains. GOSCL is able to create one-sided concept lattices for data tables with
different attribute types processed as fuzzy sets. One of the problems with the
creation of FCA-based models is their computational complexity. In order to reduce
the computation times, we have designed the distributed version of the algorithm for
GOSCL. The algorithm is able to work well especially for data where the number
of newly generated concepts is reduced, i.e., for sparse input data tables which
are often used in domains like text-mining and information retrieval. Therefore,
we present the experimental results on sparse data tables in order to show the
applicability of the algorithm on the generated data and the selected text-mining
datasets.
Keywords: One-sided concept lattices, distributed algorithm, formal concept ana-
lysis, sparse data, text-mining
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1 INTRODUCTION
The large amount of available data and the needs for their analysis brings up the
challenges to the area of data mining. It is evident that methods for different analy-
sis should be more effective and understandable. One of the conceptual data mining
methods, called formal concept analysis (FCA) [13], is an exploratory data an-
alytical approach which identifies conceptual structures (concept lattices) among
data sets. FCA has been found useful for analysis of data in many areas like
knowledge discovery, data/text mining, information retrieval, etc. The standard
approach to FCA provides the method for analysis of object-attribute models based
on the binary relation (where object has/has-not particular attribute). The exten-
sion of the classic approach is based on some fuzzifications for which object-attribute
models describe the relationship between objects and attributes as fuzzy relations.
From the well-known approaches for fuzzification we could mention an approach of
Bělohlávek [2], Krajči [24], Popescu [30], the approach based on the multi-adjoint
concept lattices [25, 26], and also work by one of the authors generalizing the other
approaches [29]. A nice survey and comparison of some existing approaches to fuzzy
concept lattices is presented also in [3].
In practical applications, so-called one-sided concept lattices are interesting,
where usually objects are considered as a crisp subsets (as in classical FCA) and
attributes are processed as fuzzy sets. In case of one-sided concept lattices, there
is a strong connection with clustering (cf. [19]). As it is known, clustering meth-
ods produce subsets of a given set of objects, which are closed under intersection,
i.e., closure system on the set of objects. Since one-sided concept lattice approach
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produces also closure system on the set of objects, one can see one-sided concept
lattice approaches as a special case of hierarchical clustering. Several one-sided ap-
proaches to FCA were already defined, we mention papers of Krajči [23], Yahia and
Jaoua [4], work of Jaoua and Elloumi on Galois lattices of real relations [20], or
an approach based on the variable threshold concept lattices by Zhang, Ma and
Fan [34]. The approaches mentioned allow only one type of attribute (i.e., truth
degrees structure) to be used within the input data table. In our previous paper [5]
(see also [7] and [17] for connection with other FCA approaches) we have intro-
duced the necessary theoretical details of the algorithm for creation of model called
GOSCL (generalized one-sided concept lattice), which provides a special one-sided
case of the fuzzy concept lattice based on the more general approach of Pócs [29]
and is able to work with the input data tables with different types of attributes,
e.g., binary, quantitative (values from the interval of reals), ordinal (scale-based),
nominal, etc. The details regarding its implementation (in Java) and some real data
examples were described in [8]. Let us note, that from the mathematical point of
view, a framework for the GOSCL theory is provided by partially ordered sets with
its possible extensions, cf. [12, 15, 16].
One of the problems of the methods for construction of one-sided concept lattices
is computational complexity, which can be (in the worst case) exponential. In crisp
cases several works exist, where problem of parallel/distributed creation of FCA
models was analyzed, i.e., Krajca, Outrata and Vychodil designed the algorithm for
parallel or distributed computing of fixpoints of Galois connections and described
their results in several papers (cf. [21, 22, 27]), also Xu, Frein, Robson and Foghlu
provided similar distributed algorithm based on the Map-Reduce framework in [33].
In order to analyze our case with generalized one-sided concept lattices, we have
studied several aspects of GOSCL complexity. In [9] we have shown that for fixed
input data table and attributes the time complexity of GOSCL is asymptotically lin-
ear with the increasing number of objects. This is based on the fact that after some
time (which is specific for the input context) new concepts are added linearly to the
increment of objects. Moreover, in [10] we have analyzed the significant reduction
of computation times of the algorithm for sparse input data tables (i.e., input ta-
bles with many zero values). However, in order to achieve the objective to produce
large-scale concept lattices on the real data, which can be then used in information
retrieval tasks or text-mining analysis, it is possible to extend our approach and
re-use distributed computing paradigm based on the data distribution [18]. In [6]
we have designed distributed version of GOSCL algorithm based on the decompo-
sition of input context to several subtables with separated (and disjoint) subsets
of rows, i.e., data table is decomposed to several smaller tables (using recursive
bisection-based method), for which small lattices are created and these are then
iteratively combined (by a defined merging procedure) to one large concept lattice
for the whole data table. The main aim of this paper is to extend the original work
and provide experimental results on selected real datasets in order to analyze the
algorithm on real sparse data tables. Therefore, we will recall the necessary details
from the original paper and extend it according to new analysis, i.e., beyond the
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experiments with randomly generated inputs (for specified sparseness of the data)
we also provide experiments on real text-mining datasets, both based on newspa-
per articles (Reuters-21578, Times60) preprocessed into vector-based representation
which was used for the preparation of the input data table for the experiments.
In the following section we recall necessary details for the definition of generaliza-
tion of one-sided concept lattices and standard algorithm for their creation, as well
as some notes on complexity of GOSCL which motivate us to design the distributed
version of the algorithm. Section 3 is devoted to the introduction of distributed
approach for creation of a model, also with a detailed description of the algorithm.
In the following section experiments are described, i.e., we provide experiments on
randomly generated inputs with different sparseness and also experiments with the
real text-mining datasets.
2 GENERALIZED ONE-SIDED CONCEPT LATTICES
In the first two subsections we provide necessary details about the fuzzy generaliza-
tion of classical concept lattices, so called generalized one-sided concept lattices, and
algorithm for their creation, which were theoretically introduced in [5] and practical
details on implementation in Java were described in [8]. In the last subsection we
provide some notes on the complexity of our algorithm for creation of GOSCL on
general and sparse data, that lead (as a motivation for reduction of computation
times) to the design of the distributed version in the way presented in Section 3 of
this paper.
2.1 Theoretical Introduction to GOSCL
The crucial role in the mathematical theory of fuzzy concept lattices play special
pairs of mappings between complete lattices, commonly known as Galois connec-
tions. Hence, we provide necessary details regarding Galois connections and related
topics. For lattice theory we will use the terminology and the notation as Grätzer
in [14].
Let (P,≤) and (Q,≤) be complete lattices and let ϕ : P → Q and ψ : Q → P
be maps between these lattices. Such a pair (ϕ, ψ) of mappings is called a Galois
connection if the following condition is fulfilled:
p ≤ ψ(q) if and only if ϕ(p) ≥ q.
Galois connections between complete lattices are closely related to the notion
of closure operator and closure system. Let L be a complete lattice. By a closure
operator in L we understand a mapping c : L→ L satisfying:
1. x ≤ c(x) for all x ∈ L,
2. c(x1) ≤ c(x2) for x1 ≤ x2,
3. c(c(x)) = c(x) for all x ∈ L (i.e., c is idempotent).
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As next we describe mathematical framework for one-sided concept lattices. We





is said to be a one-sided formal context (or generalized
one-sided formal context) if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1. B is a non-empty set of objects and A is a non-empty set of attributes.
2. L : A → CL is a mapping from the set of attributes to the class of all complete
lattices. Hence, for any attribute a, L(a) denotes the complete lattice, which
represents structure of truth values for attribute a.
3. R is generalized incidence relation, i.e. R(b, a) ∈ L(a) for all b ∈ B and a ∈ A.
Thus, R(b, a) represents a degree from the structure L(a) in which the element
b ∈ B has the attribute a.
Then the main aim is to introduce a Galois connection between classical subsets
of the set of all objects P(B) and the direct products of complete lattices
∏
a∈A L(a)
which represents a generalization of fuzzy subsets of the attribute universe A. The
direct product of lattices is a lattice under componentwise operations consisting
of the cartesian product of any non-empty family of lattices. Let us remark that
usually fuzzy subsets are considered as functions from the given universe U into
real unit interval [0, 1] or more generally as a mappings from U into some complete
lattice L. In our case the generalization of fuzzy subsets is straightforward, i.e., to
the each element of the universe (in our case the attribute set A) there is assigned
the different structure of truth values represented by complete lattice L(a).





be a generalized one-sided formal context. Then we define a pair















be a generalized one-sided formal context. Then a pair (⊥,> )
forms a Galois connection between P(B) and
∏
a∈A L(a).









as the set of all pairs (X, g),
where X ⊆ B, g ∈
∏
a∈A L(a), satisfying
X⊥ = g and g> = X.
Set X is usually referred as extent and g as intent of the concept (X, g).





(X1, g1) ≤ (X2, g2) iff X1 ⊆ X2 iff g1 ≥ g2.







































2.2 Algorithm for Creation of GOSCL
Now we briefly describe an incremental algorithm for creating one-sided concept
lattices. By the incremental algorithm we mean the algorithm which builds the
model from the input data incrementally row by row, where in every step the current
model from already processed inputs is a correct concept lattice for a subtable
containing only rows already processed (and the addition of the new increment
means to provide another row and update the last model, i.e. concept lattice). Let(
B,A, L, R
)
be a generalized one-sided formal context, i.e., the input data is in
the form of data table with objects from the set B, attributes from the set A and
data table values written in table R (with values only from lattices for particular
attributes). We will use the following notation. For b ∈ B we denote by R(b)
an element of
∏
a∈A L(a) such that R(b)(a) = R(b, a), i.e., R(b) represents b-th row
in data table R. Further, let 1L denote the greatest element of L =
∏
a∈A L(a), i.e.,
1L(a) = 1L(a) for all a ∈ A.











a∈A L(a) . Direct product of attribute lattices






4: for all b ∈ B do
5: I∗ ← I . I∗ represents “old” set of intents
6: for all g ∈ I∗ do
7: I ← I ∪ {R(b) ∧ g} . Generation of new intent
8: end for
9: end for















. Output of the algorithm
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The correctness of the Algorithm 1 can be shown according to the following
facts. Evidently, C is the smallest closure system in L containing {R(b) : b ∈ B}.


















Let us remark that algorithm step for creation of the product of the attribute
lattices
∏
a∈A L(a) can be done in various ways and it is up to a programmer. For
example, it is not necessary to store all elements of
∏
a∈A L(a), but it is sufficient to
store only particular lattices L(a), since lattice operations are calculated component-
wise.
2.3 Notes on the Complexity of GOSCL
In this subsection we recall some notes on the complexity of GOSCL algorithm,
which are useful for our case.
First, in [9] we have shown that for general input data tables with the fixed
number and types of attributes the complexity is the function of the number of
objects. It can be easily shown using the following idea. Let (B,A, L, R) be a finite
generalized one-sided formal context, i.e., we will assume that the following numbers
n = |B|, m = |A| and N = max{|L(a)| : a ∈ A} are finite. The considered complex-
ity of the GOSCL algorithm will be the function of the input formal context and we
provide the upper bounds of this complexity function h(B,A, L, R) as a function of
the number n of objects.
Computing the infimum of any two elements in the particular lattice L(a) can be
done in at most 2 ·N steps (it corresponds to the searching in the two dimensional
array with N × N entries). Thus we will assume that the operation of infimum in
the lattice
∏
a∈A L(a) is processed in at most 2 · N ·m steps, therefore there exists
a constant independent on the number n of objects.
Considering the complexity of GOSCL according to the number of objects n,
the most time consuming part of the presented algorithm is for cycle (between
steps 4 and 9 in Algorithm 1) for creating the closure system I in
∏
a∈A L(a). In
every iteration of the cycle there are possibly |I| new objects, thus in the worst
case the total number of elements in I will be two-times bigger then before. This
yields that the closure system I is created at most in 2n · (2 · N · m) steps and
the considered complexity is h(B,A,L, R) ∈ O(2n). On the other side, there are
examples of generalized one-sided formal context containing n elements with the
resulting concept lattice with 2n elements, hence there is needed at least 2n steps
for creating the concept lattice. As a consequence we obtain h(B,A, L, R) ∈ Θ(2n).
Note, that h(n) ∈ O(2n) means h(n) ≤ k · 2n for some k ∈ R as n → ∞ and
h(n) ∈ Θ(2n) denotes k1 · 2n ≤ h(n) ≤ k2 · 2n for some k1, k2 ∈ R as n→∞.
In our fixed case it is reasonable to consider constant number of attributes with
the fixed complete lattices representing their truth values structure. Hence, we
will assume that each input context contains m0 constant attributes with N0 =
max{|L(a)| : a ∈ A}. Let us remark that N0 denotes the cardinality of the largest
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complete lattice assigned to attributes. The numbers m0 and N0 do not depend
on the number n of objects, which is considered as input variable. In this case we
obtain the upper bound for cardinality of
∏
a∈A L(a) as N
m0
0 . Hence, for cardinality





∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Nm00 .
This yields that for cycle for creation of I runs in linear time, therefore considered
complexity of algorithm for restricted context is in the class O(n). Therefore, for
any finite context the complexity function becomes linear after some time, which
depends on the number of attributes, their complexity and the variation of values
within the objects.
The second important note is that linearization effect is visible earlier (or be-
comes more valuable) for a sparse data table. In [10] we presented the experimental
study on the effect of reduction of computation times for different sparseness of the
input data. As we have shown there, whenever sparseness of data is higher, the
number of concepts after every step is lower, and therefore also number of compar-
isons is lower, i.e., the computation time decreases with the higher sparseness of the
input data.
Our motivation is to apply GOSCL in domains similar to text-mining and infor-
mation retrieval, which are usually very sparse (e.g., often less than 0.1% of values
is non-zero). In this cases reduction of computation becomes very useful. Also, the
usage of division of objects into smaller groups, for which it is even more faster to
create their local FCA models, can have some benefits for additional reduction of
computation times, if these are then merged together using the procedure which
removes unnecessary combinations (removes already contained concepts in merging
step). These facts lead us to define a distributed version of the algorithm for creation
of GOSCL, which is introduced in the next section.
3 DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM FOR GENERALIZED ONE-SIDED
CONCEPT LATTICES
In this section we provide the theoretical details regarding the computation of
GOSCL model in distributed manner. It means that division into partitions is
defined. The main theorem is proved, which shows that concept lattices created
for the partitions are equivalent to the concept lattice created for the whole input
formal context. Then the algorithm for our approach to the distribution is provided.
It is based on division of the data table into binary-like tree of starting subsets (with
their smaller concept lattices), which are then combined in pairs (using a specified
merge procedure) until the final concept lattice is available.
Let π = {Bi}i∈I be a partition of object set, i.e., B =
⋃
i∈I Bi and Bi ∩ Bj = ∅
for all i 6= j. This partition indicates the division of objects in considered object-
attribute model, where Ri defines several sub-tables containing the objects from Bi
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and which yields several formal contexts Ci = (Bi, A, L, Ri) for each i ∈ I. Con-
sequently we obtain the system of particular Galois connections (⊥i ,>i ), between
P(Bi) and
∏
a∈A L(a). Next we describe how to create Galois connection between
P(B) and
∏
a∈A L(a). We use the method of creating Galois connections applica-
ble for general fuzzy contexts, described in [29]. Let X ⊆ B be any subset and
g ∈
∏












Theorem 1. Let π = {Bi}i∈I be a partition of object set. Then the pair of map-
pings (↑, ↓) defined by (3) and the pair (⊥,> ) defined by (1) represent the same
Galois connection between P(B) and
∏
a∈A L(a).
Proof. Let X ⊆ B be any subset of object set and a ∈ A be an arbitrary attribute.























Since π is the partition of the object set B, we have X =
⋃
i∈I(X ∩ Bi). In-


























{b ∈ Bi : ∀a ∈ A, g(a) ≤ Ri(b, a)}.
Easy computation shows that this expression is equal to
{b ∈ B : ∀a ∈ A, g(a) ≤ R(b, a)} = g>,
which gives ↓(g) = g> for all elements g ∈
∏
a∈A L(a). 
The presented theorem is the base for our distributed algorithm. The main aim
is to effectively create the closure system in
∏
a∈A L(a) which represents the set of
all intents. Of course, there are more options how to process the distribution itself,
i.e., how to merge sub-models during the process. We have designed the version of
distribution which divides the starting set of the objects into 2N parts (from this
section we use N as number of merging levels), for which local models are created
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Algorithm 2 Distributed algorithm for GOSCL
Require: generalized context (B,A, L, R), π = {Bi}2
N
i=1 – partition of B with 2
N
parts
Ensure: merged concept lattice C(B,A, L, R)
1: for i = 1 to 2N do
2: C(N)i ← GOSCL(Bi, A, L, Ri) . Application of Algorithm 1 on all
subcontexts
3: end for
4: for k = N down to 1 do
5: for i = 1 to 2k−1 do











← C(0)1 . Output of the algorithm
(in parallel) and then pairs of them are combined (in parallel) into 2N−1 concept
lattices, and then this process continues, until we have only one concept lattice
at the end. This output should be isomorphic to concept lattice created by the
sequential run, because we have shown that previous theorem is valid and we only
make partitions accordingly to the assumptions and proof of this theorem. It is
easy to see that pair-based merging leads to the binary tree of sub-lattices, with
N representing the number of merging levels. Now, we can provide the algorithm
description. The Algorithm 2 is the distributed version (with the idea described
here) and merge procedure is provided separately in Algorithm 3.
4 EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are divided into two parts. First, we provide the experiments
on the randomly generated data with different sparseness. Next, the experiments
with the real text-mining datasets (Reuters-21578 and Times60, newspaper articles)
are provided, together with the necessary details on their preprocessing into vector
representation used for the preparation of the input data table for GOSCL. The
discussion on the results is provided in the last subsection.
4.1 Experiments with the Randomly Generated Input Data
For our first set of experiments with the distributed version of the algorithm we have
produced randomly generated input formal contexts with the specified sparseness
index of the whole input data table. The reason is simply in the natural charac-
teristic of FCA-based algorithms in general, i.e., whenever the number of concepts
(intents) still grows fast with the number of inputs, this data table has still too much
different combinations of values of attributes in it (it is a problem especially impor-
tant in case of fuzzy attributes, which we have here) and the merge procedure is not
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Algorithm 3 Procedure MERGE for merging two concept lattices
Require: two concept lattices C1 and C2
Ensure: MERGE(C1, C2)
1: I1, I2 ← ∅ . I1, I2 will denote list of intents for C1, C2
2: for all (X, g) ∈ C1 do
3: I1 ← I1 ∪ {g} . Extraction of all intents from C1
4: end for
5: for all (X, g) ∈ C2 do
6: if g /∈ I1 then . Check for duplications of intents in I1
7: I2 ← I2 ∪ {g} . Extraction of all intents from C2
8: end if
9: end for
10: I ← ∅ . Set of all newly created intents
11: for all g ∈ I2 do
12: for all f ∈ I1 do
13: I ← I ∪ {f ∧ g} . Creation of new intent
14: end for
15: end for
16: MERGE(C1, C2)← C1
17: for all g ∈ I do
18: MERGE(C1, C2)← MERGE(C1, C2) ∪ {(g>, g)} . Addition of new concepts
19: end for
20: return MERGE(C1, C2) . Output of the merging procedure
effective in order to get better times in comparison with the incremental algorithm.
But in the cases with the set of intents for which number of concepts (intents) is
strongly reduced, the provided approach to distribution will lead to the reduction
of computation times (merge procedures will not need so much time to create their
new lattices on new levels). Fortunately, as we are very interested in the applica-
tion of GOSCL in text-mining domain, and sparse inputs generate much reduced
concept lattices (more zeros will produce more similar combinations of values and
less number of new intents), our distributed algorithm seems to be efficient mainly
for very sparse input matrices.
In order to simplify the data preparation (generation) process, we have used one
type of attribute in the table, i.e., scale-based (or ordinal attribute) with 5 possible
values {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, where 0 is the lowest ‘zero’ value (or bottom value of the at-
tribute lattice) and 4 is the highest value (or top element of the attribute lattice).
The values for the particular object are generated from this defined scale. For our
experiments it is possible to use only one type of the attribute, because (without the
loss of generality) according to the measured aspects (the influence of sparseness)
it is not needed to analyze data tables with different types of attributes. Also, the
experiments with the selected text-mining datasets (which are presented in Subsec-
tion 4.2) were done on the vector-based model with the attributes of the same type
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Ratio Distr/Seq for different m and sparseness factor s 
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N=5 0,212 0,206 0,270 0,530 1,038 
N=8 0,221 0,200 0,262 0,481 0,913 















Ratio Distr/Seq for different N and m (s = 0.9) 
Figure 1. Experiments with the distributed version of GOSCL – up: analysis for different
sparseness; bottom: analysis for different number of attributes and merging levels
(i.e., every term or word has the same type of characterization). The generation of
the sparse data table is based on the sparseness factor s ∈ [0, 1]), which indicates
the ratio of “zeros” (as a real number between 0 and 1) in data table, i.e., s indicates
the level of sparseness of generated data table. For higher s, the number of zeros in
input is also higher. The simple mechanism for the generation was used with the
random number generator for decision on adding the zero (bottom elements of the
attribute lattice) or some non-zero value according to the selected sparseness. The
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Ratio Distr/Seq for N=5 and different m (s = 0.998) 
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Ratio Distr/Seq for different N (s = 0.998 ; m = 100) 
Figure 2. Experiments with the distributed version of GOSCL on very sparse inputs – up:
analysis of reduction ratio with changing number of attributes; bottom: analysis
of reduction ratio for different number of merging levels
generated data are then very close to the selected sparseness (especially for larger
inputs). We can add that in text-mining domains the sparseness factor is very high
(usually more than 0.998). The number of generated objects will be (for all our ex-
periments with the generated data) 8 192, just to simplify its division to partitions
which will be then easily merged in particular levels (213 is 8 192).
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Our first experiment with the generated datasets shows that the efficiency is
different for different sparseness. Therefore, we have tried random contexts for 5
and 7 attributes and different sparseness (from 0.5 to 0.9). The results are shown
in the upper part of the Figure 1. As we can see, with the higher sparseness of
the data, the ratio of computation times between distributed version and sequential
version (reduction ratio Tdis/Tseq) is lower (i.e., the reduction is better). Another
experiment is based on the analysis of fixed sparseness (0.9), where the number of
attributes is changing from 5 to 20 and also N (the number of levels in merging) has
three different settings (5, 8 and 10). The result is shown in the bottom part of the
Figure 1, where we can see that the number of merging levels (and therefore also
number of starting partitions 2n) has not a big influence on the reduction ratio. On
the other hand, with the increasing number of attributes reduction the ratio should
increase due to a higher number of intents produced by the combination of values
for more attributes.
One of our interests is to analyze data from the text-mining domains, which are
usually represented by the very sparse input tables. Therefore, we also add some
experiments with very sparse inputs. First, we have analyzed the reduction ratio for
fixed sparseness 0.998 and number of merging levels 5, where number of attributes
is changing (from 100 to 500). As we can see in the upper part of the Figure 2, the
reduction ratio increased with the number of attributes, but is still quite significant
even for 500 attributes.
In the last experiment, we have used the same sparseness of the data (0.998)
with 100 attributes and analyzed the reduction ratio for different merging levels (N).
The result is shown in the bottom part of the Figure 2, where we can see now more
evidently that the higher number of levels can help in better times, but it seems
that it is not needed to make very small partitions (e.g., for N = 12, which leads
to starting with two-object sets, the ratio is a little higher than for the previous
values). Probably, the best number of merging levels can be estimated based on the
real datasets and then used for better results.
4.2 Experiments with the Selected Text-Mining Datasets
Now we are able to describe the experiments with the real text-mining datasets. For
this case we have selected two collections of documents, both containing newspaper
articles written in English language.
The first one is Reuters collection known as Reuters-21578 (ModApte split),
which contains Reuters articles published in 1987. The collection is available publicly
in SGML format and for our experimental purposes it was transformed into the
XML. ModApte version is split into training and testing subsets. Both subsets
contain documents in 90 different categories. From this collection we have used only
documents from the training part containing 7 769 articles.
The second one is Times60 collection, which contains articles from the Times
newspaper from 1960’s. It is relatively small dataset with 420 documents on different
topics like international relationships, economics, political situation and history of
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different countries and regions, Vietnam war, etc. We have used this dataset due to
the fact that it is not too large and it is well-known to us from our previous work
in the text-mining area.
4.2.1 Preparation of the Input Data Tables from Textual Datasets
For the preparation of the data from selected datasets which are comparable to
the experiment settings we used preprocessing steps like tokenizing, stemming,
frequency-based term filtering and stop-words filtering. Then basic TF-IDF scheme
(see for example [32] for more details on this topic) was used for weighting of terms
in documents and vectors of documents were normalized. The Java-based library
(designed and implemented also by one of the authors) for the support of repre-
sentation and processing of textual documents called JBOWL (Java Bag-Of-Words
Library [1]) was used for this process. In order to simplify the experiments setup,
we have also did pruning of very small non-zero values and discretization of the
weights from the preprocessing tool using the histogram of their distribution in the
vector-based model. Then our implementation of GOSCL was able to reuse the
context defined in its required format (similar for comparison with the previous
experiments).
For the Reuters dataset we had input context with 3 031 attributes, where pre-
processing step produces two different input contexts after discretization and prun-
ing (according to the analysis of the histogram of values):
1. with the sparseness factor 0.999 and 5 different values for attribute,
2. with the sparseness factor 0.9995 and 4 different values for attribute.
Similarly, for the Times dataset we had input context with 1 924 attributes, where
preprocessing produces two different input data tables (after similar process of dis-
cretization and pruning):
1. with the sparseness factor 0.999 and 4 different values for attribute,
2. with the sparseness factor 0.999 and also 4 different values of attributes.
4.2.2 Results of the Experiments
In the first experiments on the selected datasets we have analyzed the reduction
ratio for the Reuters dataset. Due to higher number of attributes we did only tests
for maximum of 1 000 input documents. For our first experiments we have shown the
reduction ratio according to the number of objects (n from 100 to 1 000, with the step
between particular experiments 100 objects) and different sparseness (depending on
the preprocessing steps, s with values 0.999 and 0.9995). Experiments were repeated
ten times and final data describes the average values (this was used also for other
experiments). The result is shown in the upper part of the Figure 3. As we can see,
the reduction ratio grows with the number of objects, but it has linear tendency with
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the higher number of objects. Also it seems that even small difference in sparseness
can be important factor for the better reduction ratio.
In the second experiments we tested the influence of merging levels on the reduc-
tion ratio for Reuters documents, i.e., we used again two sparseness (preprocessing)
settings of data (0.999 and 0.9995) with fixed number of objects (500) for different
merging levels (N from 3 to 7 for five different settings). The result is shown in the
bottom part of the Figure 3, where we can see that similarly to the experiments on
random data the higher number of levels can help for better times.
Another experiments were related to the Times dataset, i.e., we have analyzed
the reduction ratio for a smaller collection of documents containing documents from
the Times newspapers. Similarly to Reuters, we have shown the reduction ratio
according to the number of objects (n from 50 to 400, step 50) and different sparse-
ness (depending on preprocessing steps, s with values 0.998 and 0.999). The result is
shown on the upper part of the Figure 4. As we can see, the results are not absolutely
similar to the Reuters dataset (there are more changes of tendencies in the graph of
reduction ratio), but it can be specific to the dataset, as well as a quite lower number
of objects within the experiment with this dataset could be an important factor.
In the last experiment, we present the reduction ratio for the Times documents
according to different merging levels, i.e., we again used two sparseness (preprocess-
ing) settings of the data (0.998 and 0.999) with fixed number of objects (300) for
different merging levels (N for different settings from 2 to 6). The result is shown
in the bottom part of the Figure 4. The difference for different merging levels is
relatively small, but it has similar characteristic as for the other experiments on the
random and Reuters datasets.
4.3 Short Discussion on the Results and Future Work Ideas
At the end of this section we should say that provided distributed approach seems
to be applicable in very sparse domains and can lead to computation time reduc-
tion, but there are also several limitations. Whenever the sparseness is not very
high, this type of distributed algorithm will not be able to cut down computation
time significantly. The presented experiments with the selected datasets (especially
the larger Reuters dataset) proved the same behavior of the algorithm according
to the randomly generated data, but sparseness of the input data table from the
real datasets shows its importance and the reduction ratio is quite sensitive to this
parameter. The number of merging levels is not a very sensitive parameter and it is
only good to stay with middle values, e.g., number of levels which lead to less then
50 objects in starting subsets.
On the other side, the presented work can be viewed as a proof of concept and
used as a motivation to implement more effective algorithms for the distribution
of the GOSCL computation, which can be used in the future for the creation of
large-scale concept lattices from textual datasets or other sparse-based domains [28].
According to the presented algorithm and experiments, we can summarize several
ideas for the future work:
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100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
s=0,999 0,342 0,387 0,487 0,552 0,615 0,719 0,770 0,823 0,864 0,895 



















Reuters - Ratio Distr/Seq for different n and s (N = 5) 
3 4 5 6 7 
s=0,999 0,651 0,638 0,615 0,597 0,622 
















Reuters - Ratio Distr/Seq for different N and s (n = 500) 
Figure 3. Experiments with the distributed version of GOSCL on Reuters dataset – up:
analysis of reduction ratio for different number of objects and sparseness; bottom:
analysis of reduction ratio for different number of merging levels and sparseness
• The distribution can be done in various ways and more effective scheme can
be used in the future experiments (e.g., unbalanced subsets for more effective
merging and reduction of processors required, heuristic-based selection of objects
in starting subsets according to the potentially better reduction, etc.).
• Several less important aspects were identified during experiments with the cur-
rent implementation of the distributed algorithm, like a possibility to run some
sub-parts of the steps independently on ‘free’ processors (which were used in
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50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
s=0,998 0,392 0,415 0,375 0,474 0,487 0,505 0,579 0,61 
















Times60 - Ratio Distr/Seq for different n and s (N = 4) 
2 3 4 5 6 
s=0,998 0,585 0,514 0,505 0,513 0,516 
















Times60 - Ratio Distr/Seq for different N and s (n = 300) 
Figure 4. Experiments with the distributed version of GOSCL on Times dataset – up:
analysis of reduction ratio for different number of objects and sparseness; bottom:
analysis of reduction ratio for different number of merging levels and sparseness
previous level, but are unused in the new one), pre-computation of some values,
advanced control of already used combinations of intents, etc.
• The implementation of Map-Reduce architecture (or similar paradigms) could be
important in the future, together with inclusion of the knowledge from previous
implementation of fast algorithms for crisp FCA.
• As we have already shown in [11], it is possible to introduce a specialized sparse-
based implementation of the algorithm for GOSCL, which leads to a further
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significant reduction of the computation time. Therefore, it will be interesting
in the future to implement also distributed/parallel version of GOSCL algorithm
based on such specialized sparse-based methods.
In the future we also want to analyze the usage of presented algorithm (and its
possible extensions) in other data analysis tasks in some hybrid architectures (im-
plementations), where FCA is used as a part of the analysis combined with other
machine learning methods, especially some clustering methods, or production of
well-known association rules or classification schemes based on the concept hierar-
chies acquired using GOSCL.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In the presented work we have introduced distributed algorithm for the creation the
FCA-based model known as Generalized One-Sided Concept Lattice and its usage
for sparse input data tables. As we proved in the provided theorem, it is possible to
produce the merged concept lattice from the smaller ones, which were individually
created for disjoint subsets of objects. For merging the particular concept lattices
we have introduced a simple merging procedure, based on a partition similar to
binary tree (lists are smallest concept lattices from the start of the distribution and
the root is merged final lattice). In the part related to our testing we provided the
experiments on the two types of input data. First, we shown the experiments on
the randomly generated data in order to prove the basic potential of the approach
for its usage on sparse input data tables. Then we provided the experiments on
the selected text-mining datasets (Reuters, Times60). The results proved a similar
behavior of the algorithm also on the real data, but we were also able to find some
limitations and ideas for possible research extensions (impulses for the future work),
which are presented at the end of the paper. In the future we also want to apply
this algorithm (and its extensions) in other similar domains and data analysis tasks
with the sparse input data.
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